  

The Episcopal Church’s Roanridge Trust
Missional Engagement Initiative (MEI) Project:
Effectively increasing parishes’ capacity for transformational lay leadership and mission development

I.  

Transforming Congregations & Communities:
Building Faith-Based Leadership for Rural Community Development
in Alabama and Tennessee
2016-2017 Final Report
Background

The Missional Engagement Initiative (MEI) is the program name our core leadership team chose at
the beginning of 2016 for implementation of the Transforming Congregations & Communities:
Building Faith-Based Leadership for Rural Community Development in Alabama and
Tennessee project for six congregations in rural communities which was funded in part by the
Roanridge Trust, administered through the Mission Department of the Domestic and Foreign
Missionary Society.
The School of Theology’s Contextual Education Program has developed a strong network of
partnerships with 67 Episcopal worshipping communities in four regions surrounding the seminary:
the Upper Alabama region, Nashville region, Chattanooga region, and Sewanee region. Nearly 30%
of those partnerships were with Episcopal worshipping communities in rural and small-town
communities with a population of 14,000 or less, and over 20% of those had a population of 10,000
or less. As we have worked in partnership with our field education students and the clergy and
people of those communities over many years we are increasingly aware of the need to incorporate
leadership development and missional engagement. As attractional models of church practiced in
previous eras have proven less effective to support vitality in congregational and community life, we
often witness a lack of confidence, skills and some measure of fear about engaging beyond the walls
of institutional structures and church buildings in clergy and Christian workers of the Episcopal
Church especially in those rural areas.
In addition, the Acts of General Convention over the past
three trienniums have reflected a call for clergy and
congregations to engage practices of community organizing in
our pursuit of prayerful and prophetic people striving for
justice and peace among all people (see text of these
resolutions here: 2009-D018 Address the Impact of the Global
Economic Crisis, 2012-D050 Encourage Clergy Response to Poverty
and Justice, 2012-A135 Commit to Alleviating Poverty and Injustice,
and 2015-A096 Affirm Relationships in Approaches to Social Justice
Ministry). While many Episcopal churches participate in one
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of the faith-based organizing networks referenced in 2012-A135 and 2015-A096, partnerships for
training and ministry with them are usually only available to congregations in larger cities and not in
rural areas. In addition, studies conducted by Auburn Seminary remind us seminaries are
increasingly challenged to prepare leaders in ways that equip them to enable others to fulfill our
common call to living out the 5 Marks of Mission and the Baptismal Covenant1. In particular, as the
above referenced Acts of General Convention declare, our role as disciples of Jesus in the
movement to be co-creators of Beloved Community, requires particular attention to formation of
lay and ordained leaders who know how to effectively “seek to transform unjust structures of
society” and “strive for justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity of every human
being.”
At the School of Theology (SofT) we are committed to developing transformational leadership for
the Episcopal Church in the 21st Century, both lay and ordained. Fresh expressions of church that
start with social action and engagement in the needs and concerns of the local community and lead
to some form of discipleship are infusing a new vitality into our common life. Pioneers, missional
communities, and missionaries in the neighborhoods of our surrounding regions are urgently needed
in order to not only provide the highest quality contextual learning opportunities for seminarians
preparing to serve through the church, but also for the viability and faithfulness of the people and
clergy in those communities. Those in rural areas often do not have access to the resources of
training and development that overcome those challenges and fears and enable missional leadership.
The purpose of our program, Transforming Congregations & Communities: Building Faith-Based
Leadership for Rural Community Development in Alabama and Tennessee, is to build on the assets
the School of Theology has developed through the 2014-2015 Mission Enterprise Zone grant to the
Episcopal Diocese of Alabama for the Be The Change Alabama program. During 2014-2015 the
School of Theology led a partnership between the Diocese of Alabama, the Leadership
Development Initiative (LDI) from the Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, and the Contextual
Education program of the seminary to develop the capacity of parish teams to go out into the
community to listen and discern their role in local mission and development. The training was
designed to encourage partnerships with other churches and local actors in the service of the
common goal.
The emphasis of this project’s mission was to continue that leadership education and development
and expand our goal of preparing seminarians as well as lay leaders in the surrounding regions to
address communal problems in ways that are effective and sustainable. Through the Mission
Enterprise Zone project we had increased our capacity to provide the valuable resources and
training for developing leadership in our neighboring rural as well as urban areas. “Leadership is
accepting responsibility for enabling others to achieve God’s purposes under conditions of
uncertainty.”2 The School of Theology was uniquely positioned to assume leadership for equipping
                                                                                                 
1

Study reference

Adapted from Marshall Ganz and The Rev. Devon Anderson as quoted in Beyond the Baptismal Covenant:
Transformational Lay Leadership for the Episcopal Church in the 21st Century by Donald V. Romanik.
2
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the rural congregations and communities with whom we partner for contextual education to engage
in mission and ministry through projects that improve the lives of the people among whom they live
and work. Local congregations and communities understand the greatest social needs in their area.
What they lack are the tools to effectively convene the various stakeholders within the community
and organize them around a common goal to address those needs. We had a unique opportunity to
expand our capacity as a trusted, effective resource that can infuse an ethic of community
stewardship within the wider community. These are skills that can be taught but are only recently
beginning to become a part of our traditional formation programs. Transformational change can
happen when the people most directly affected have the (1) biblical and spiritual grounding, and (2)
practical tools to lead and empower others for change. The training and experience the School of
Theology has in congregation-based organizing and faith-based community leadership development
and empowerment provides both.
The Roanridge Trust enabled us to spend 16 months strategically developing a program to broaden
and deepen the leadership capacity of lay and clergy teams in the Episcopal Dioceses of Alabama,
Tennessee and East Tennessee to engage in local mission and community development. We were
able to engage the seminary in training and coaching activities through the 2016-2017 Missional
Engagement Initiative (MEI). The aim of the MEI is to develop the capacity of congregational
teams to achieve their goals while also supporting the formation of seminarians to learn how to lead
faith rooted organizing initiatives. This has been an opportunity to partner with the boarder The
Episcopal Church to develop capacity in a number of dimensions: seminary education, lay leadership
formation, local community development and prophetic witness. We have continued to learn
lessons that we believe will greatly benefit the wider church. This 2016-2017 Roanridge funded
project for Transforming Congregations & Communities has renewed our common
commitment to living the Baptismal Covenant, putting together faith and action in our
neighborhoods.
Our primary goals have been:
Ø   To learn the critical elements of
transformational lay leadership in the church for the
21st century;
Ø   To support and expand the capacity of both
the seminary and rural clergy and congregations to
lead transformational, life-affirming change within
their local community and congregation;
Ø   To reclaim traditional Christian practices of
testimony, evangelism, discipleship, guidance,
missional engagement, and the prophetic role of
God’s people.
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II.  

MEI’s Mission & Our Leadership Team

MEI’s Mission
The Missional Engagement Initiative (MEI) is a collaborative partnership between the School of
Theology contextual education program, clergy, lay leaders, and their communities to develop
spiritual leaders for God’s dream of a just and reconciled creation. MEI strives to enable us all to
live more fully into our baptismal covenant. Together, we are building bridges between the seminary
and the world in which we serve in order to better facilitate the empowerment of parishes and their
communities.
Call to Action
Every generation has the opportunity and the responsibility to tell the story of Jesus in their
neighborhoods and communities. We have chosen to act together in hope, believing that the story
we tell and witness to in our churches today can be a powerful, relevant reflection of Christ. We are
choosing to grow communities where you do not simply learn about but where you learn to live in
the way of love. Every parish that participates with MEI’s training program will decide for
themselves on a local Call to Action; an urgent need in their community that demands their
participation. Their unique ‘missional campaign’ will be an expression of that need and a reflection
of Christ to the surrounding community.
Teams, Leaders, & Action
While Calls to Action vary greatly from parish to parish, we find that there is a common root and
motivation for many parishes in their desire to work with MEI – a need to put our faith into action
in our communities of worship.
The Challenge
Whether demonstrated by a scattered group of individuals, the lone leader disengaged from the
reality of their community; or by the all too common ‘committee’ of a half-dozen folks who are
responsible for everything at church - leadership deficit is a major challenge. We must form leaders
more strategically, and witness to community more powerfully.
The Choice
As such, the MEI is dedicated to forming Christian leaders who are effective agents of social change
by leading together, not alone. With each of the MEI partners, individuals participate in missional
leadership teams. As team members, they receive extensive, training and coaching in missional
engagement and leadership development. Teams are collectively responsible for designing,
organizing and implementing their local missional campaign or project. Through their work, they
will learn how to apply their skills, and begin to teach these skills to others.
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Overview
The School of Theology’s Missional Engagement Initiative (MEI) program is a learning lab where
teams based in churches, schools, or other organizations learn the fundamental practices of
collaborative leadership and Christian discipleship. Through organizing a mission-focused project,
teams are coached to engage in an action-reflection model where they plan, act, evaluate, and
celebrate. In addition to the regular meetings and events, teams participate in a Taste & See
discernment event; three Saturday trainings; regular coaching sessions with an experienced guide;
and a program conclusion and celebration.
The purpose of the Missional Engagement Initiative is to build bridges between the seminary and
the world in which we serve effectively increasing parishes' capacity for transformational lay
leadership and mission development. The School of Theology’s Missional Engagement Initiative
(MEI) is a collaborative partnership between the School of Theology's contextual education
program, clergy, lay leaders, and their communities to develop spiritual leaders for God's dream of a
just and reconciled creation. MEI strives to enable us all to live more fully into our baptismal
covenants. MEI is an eight-month learning lab where teams based in churches, schools, or other
organizations learn the fundamental practices of collaborative leadership and Christian discipleship.
Through organizing a mission-focused project, teams are coached to engage in an action-reflection
model where they plan, act, evaluate, and celebrate. In addition to the regular meetings and events,
teams participate in a Taste & See discernment event; three Saturday trainings; regular coaching
sessions with an experienced guide; and a program conclusion and celebration. Students currently
or previously enrolled in the “Transforming Congregations & Communities” elective course (MNST
562) have the opportunity to serve on Missional Engagement Initiative teams with participating field
education congregations. A downloadable 2016-2017 MEI Flyer and MEI Brochure may be viewed
here.
On Thursday, February 18, 2016 the MEI Core Leadership Team was launched at a meeting held in
the School of Theology’s Faculty Common Room. Leadership team members made a 16-month
commitment to attend nine (9) one-hour meetings held via a Google Hangout, Go-To-Meeting,
and/or FreeConferenceCall.com on the first Thursday of the month (March, April, August,
September, October, November, December 2016; January, April, 2017) and a final evaluation and
planning retreat in May, 2017 facilitated by the Rev. Dr. Tricia de Beer and the Rev. Dr. John de
Beer. The leadership team was developed to represent our constituency as broadly as possible. The
MEI leadership team served as the group providing direction and oversight to the initial launch of
the Missional Engagement Initiative and to ensure the best possible outcomes for clergy and lay
leaders in the worshipping communities in the regions surrounding the seminary. The purpose of
this leadership team was:
•   To develop and coordinate the overall plan
•   To promote the use of project tools for congregations and communities
•   To offer feedback and advice to the training team and the team coordinators about how to
best function within the scope of the overall plan
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•   To serve as the body of accountability for the shared success of the effort
•   To develop a framework for the evaluation of the effort
The working notes for the MEI Leadership Team meetings can be found here.

MEI Core Leadership Team & Roles
Name
Role
The Rev.
Rector, Christ Church,
Chattanooga, Diocese of
April
East Tennessee;
Berends
MEI Evaluation
Process/Thought Leader
The Rev.
Evan
Garner

Ms.
Marilyn
Lands

Mr. Rob
McAllister

The Rev.
Lisa
McIndoo

Rector, St. John’s Episcopal
Church, Decatur, Diocese of
Alabama;
MEI Organizational
Lead
Diocesan lay leader and
member of Church of the
Nativity, Huntsville, Diocese
of Alabama;
MEI Parish Lead
Lay Chaplain, The
University of the South,
Sewanee;
MEI Lead Chaplain
MEI Partnerships and
Diocesan lead

Dr. Andy
Thompson

MEI Pedagogy

The Rev.
Kammy

MEI Core Leadership
Team Leader, MEI New

Responsibilities
1.  Develop evaluation process for MEI
2.  Share input on training design and content based on
community organizing and other trainings
(Filled leadership team membership vacated when Ms. Lisa Leopold,
a Chattanooga lay leader at Southside Abbey, who moved during the
summer of 2016)
1.  Consult with Kammy on matters related to
organizational development including input on
budgeting, stages of growth, and staffing.
2.  Recruit parish leaders through 1:1’s and speak about
MEI when appropriate at clergy events
1.   Adapt and develop MEI materials for parish
transformation. This includes consulting around
current flagship program and working to develop new
content for MEI alumni parishes.
1.  Design worship content for trainings with input from
team
2.  Lead and coach others in leading worship at trainings
1.   Develop framing content for MEI, including theology,
history and organizing background
2.   Consult with Kammy about diocesan developments,
hopes, and concerns.
3.   Share input on training design and content based on
community organizing and other trainings
4.   Expand MEI’s networks in church, organizing and
social entrepreneur circles by representing MEI in 1:1
meetings and recommending areas of expansion to
Kammy
1.  Consult with Kammy on training design
2.  Council of Support for Kammy
3.  Faculty liaison with School of Theology
1.   Facilitate leadership team meetings and development
of team structure and mission
2.   Manage program and administration
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Young

III.  

Partnerships Leader,
MEI Program Manager,
Roanridge Project
Leaders for Transforming
Congregations &
Communities

3.   Develop and lead opportunities outside the flagship
program
4.   Owner of Strategic implementation

A Summary of What Happened

Participating congregations included Episcopal churches from both rural and urban settings from
three different dioceses: The Episcopal Diocese of Tennessee, The Episcopal Diocese of East
Tennessee, and the Episcopal Diocese of Alabama. Though the focus of this Missional Engagement
Initiative (MEI) project was to equip leaders from rural parishes, several parishes from larger
communities that participated in the previous year’s iteration of the Mission Enterprise Zone
project, Be the Change Alabama, were invited to join MEI. These more experienced teams, and the
mission efforts that they are continuing as a result of their participation, helped to provide a richer
learning environment for all of the participating parishes. MEI helped to bring locally adapted
community organizing practices that are often difficult to access outside of large metropolitan areas
to smaller communities.
MEI Participant Congregations 2016-2017:
1)   Epiphany Mission
Sherwood, TN
2)   St. Agnes
Cowan, TN
3)   Otey Memorial Parish
Sewanee, TN
4)   Christ Church
South Pittsburg, TN
5)   St. Mary Magdalene
Fayetteville, TN
6)   Grace Church
Cullman, AL
7)   St. John’s
Decatur, AL
8)   Holy Cross
Murfreesboro, TN
9)   Church of the Nativity
Huntsville, AL
The nine (9) MEI sites participated in an
8-month program of leadership
development, community organizing and
theological reflection in partnership with
a coach. Coaches included Sewanee
seminarians (two M.Div. students and
one M.A. student), as well as three local
Episcopal priests and one lay leader with
previous experience in the MEI
leadership model. Seminarian coaches
completed a 13-week, 3-credit hour
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academic elective course at the School of Theology, “Transforming Congregations and
Communities,” prior to MEI beginning. This project-based learning course is a theory and practice
of ministry elective for effectively working on important community concerns in developing their
capacity to address urgent challenges. Other seminarians taking the course concurrently with the
nine MEI partner congregations served as “coaches-in-training” during trainings and throughout the
fall of 2016. More information about this course is available on the “Engage God’s Mission”
website here.
The overall contextual education program of the School of Theology encompasses five areas and the
funding for a program director for this project enabled the director of contextual education, the Rev.
Kammy Young, to focus on this project as its director and turn over two of the other areas to a new
assistant in the department, the Rev. David Cobb. The $7,500 funding for personnel to manage this
project enabled us to hire David, who had the experience and skill to take on those duties
immediately so that Kammy could invest in the Roanridge Transforming Congregations &
Communities project during the 2016-2017 academic year.
MEI began with an introductory event in June of 2016. Interested congregational leaders received
an overview of the project and begin discerning the needs in their community and engage in
conversations about where God might be calling them to action. On September 10th, teams attended
a one-day training on the missional leadership practices that lie at the heart of MEI:
1.   Shared Story & Public Narrative Framework for Testimony & Evangelism (To proclaim the
Good News of the Kingdom)
2.   Shared Commitment for Identifying and Recruiting Leaders & Developing Relational Power
& Evangelism (To teach, baptize and nurture new believers)
3.   Shared Structuring for Strong, Holy & Effective Leadership Teams for Practicing
Discipleship & Guidance
4.   Shared Strategy for Developing Existing Resources & Using Godly Power to Engage God’s
Mission
5.   Shared Action that Develops Leadership and Obedience to the Living into the Baptismal
Covenant & Prophetic Role of God’s
People (To respond to human need
by loving service, to seek to
transform unjust structures of society,
and to strive to safeguard the integrity
of creation and sustain and renew the
life of the earth)
6.   Share Guidance and
Awakened Hearts—mutual support
for living the baptismal covenant
together at the intersection of urgent
community need.
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Between September and January, teams met locally for two mid-year gatherings to give and receive
support for their work. Almost all of the participating teams emphasized the importance of these
mid-year gatherings for encouragement, inspiration and mutual learning that helped them articulate
challenges and successes, and gather ideas for next steps.
From September through April, team coordinators met for one-to-one coaching bi-weekly, and MEI
hosted four online coaching clinics for the coaches and team coordinators. Participating teams
pointed to the coaching relationships as key to the success of their respective projects. Coaches
provided accountability, motivation, guidance, and helped teams effectively navigate challenges at
each step in the process.
The nine local mission teams received training for the development and execution of a mission plan.
The teams then built a network of participants in their respective parishes and communities to
address the urgent needs that had been identified. The intention of the partnership was to revitalize
the participating congregations and to build relationships within communities in order to promote
effective mission.
Participating congregations developed competence in managing change for more vibrant ministries,
healthier communities, and a greater sense of shared ministry. At an operational level, MEI
empowered congregations to address specific challenges in both rural and urban settings. This
approach, based on fostering relationships and seeking solutions to problems at the community level
equipped participating parishes to root their work in the community in their baptismal covenant, and
to live out their identities as members of the Body of Christ.
Communities learned to bring about healing through the relationships that they made with one
another, and parishes found ways to be present to their communities with renewed relevance and
vibrancy.
MEI emphasized leadership education and development. An intended outcome of the ministry was
that the participating parishes improved the lives of people in their communities. Another primary
goal was to prepare seminarians and lay leaders to address these problems in ways that are effective
and sustainable. MEI helped parishes to reach into the community and create relationships between
the church and its contexts that had not existed before. Many of the participating parishes
developed creative ways to steward community resources, identifying ways to meet previously unmet
needs, and resulting in more effective delivery of services.
Phase 1: The Core Leadership Training: Leadership Development Training for Key
Congregational Leaders
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During the first part of 2016, the MEI Leadership Team was created and convened by MEI
Program Manager, Kammy Young (School of Theology Contextual Education Program Director).
The MEI Leadership Team hosted a Taste & See “kick off” gathering, recruiting clergy and
congregational leaders from among the seminary’s partnerships with nearly 70 Episcopal
worshipping communities, especially focusing on rural and small-town communities with a
population of 14,000 or less. This event introduced the key leadership practices that comprise the
core of our curriculum. This introductory event also provided the initial training for discerning a
local need. Out of the Taste & See program kick-off event, the Leadership Team reflected with
participants on what they learned during the training and secured commitments from congregational
leaders for participation in the 2016-2017 MEI 8-month learning program for missional experiments
and leadership development.
Phase 1 prepared the participants to begin practicing the skills and create a plan for recruiting and
supporting a local mission team. The leadership teams were equipped with theological grounding,
motivation, and tools for support them in identifying, developing and empowering leadership, and
introducing these concepts, tools, and strategies to engage in their communities.
March – May, 2016
The MEI Leadership Team (seven members - see above) recruited a MEI Coaching Team in the
spring semester (seven members – The Rev. Hilary Greer (priest trained in community
organizing, seminarian; Ms. Marilyn Lands, BTCA lay leader; The Rev. Lisa McIndoo, BTCA lay
leader; Ms. Teresa Phares, Mr. Nick Phares, and Mr. Mike Wood, seminarian leaders who had
taken 2015 Transforming Congregations & Communities; The Rev. Kammy Young, MEI Program
Director). The Leadership and Coaching Team conducted over thirty one-to-one meetings with
Episcopal church leaders who had potential for partnership in this project, inviting them to attend
a Taste & See “kick-off” gathering June 18, 2016.
In March of 2016, MEI Team member, Lisa McIndoo, also created a publicity video from
graduates of the 2015 “Transforming Congregations & Communities” course and shared it with
the current SofT student body to invite prospective seminarians to enroll in the 2016 Advent
semester registration for the “Transforming Congregations & Communities” elective course and
serve as “coaches-in-training” for the upcoming MEI 2016-2017 program year.
June 18, 2016—“Taste & See: Discerning a Collective Call to Faith and Action”
On a beautiful summer Saturday, 38 people from 15 different Episcopal church communities spent
three hours together to discern a collective call to faith in action with the School of Theology’s
Missional Engagement Initiative (MEI). Practicing these missional leadership and organizing skills,
we had built relational commitment around core values and invited them to come share stories of
their concerns and hopes. From the stories we heard at our “Taste & See: Discerning a Collective
Call to Faith & Action” held in Cravens Hall, Sewanee, TN from 10:30 AM – 1:30 PM, it seemed
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that each person who
participated had a strong
sense of both the power
of God’s love and that
there are urgent
challenges before us and
more for the church to
be and do to rise to the
occasion of addressing
those challenges.
We had fun, worked
hard, and got a taste of
practicing ways we can effectively increase our capacity for transformational leadership and mission.
We talked about how leading together, not alone, we can more effectively build bridges that enable us
all to live our baptismal covenant more fully and faithfully, transforming the world around us from
the nightmare it so often is into God’s dream of a just and reconciled creation. We wondered in
small group listening sessions about what Lord requires of us (Micah 6.8) and shared good
memories of why our congregations were important to us, what worried or stressed us if we woke
up at 3:00 AM, and how our personal stories might connect with God’s story and the story of the
challenges we see in our communities and the problems and/or justice issues that concern us most.
We shared the hope we have for how things could be different in the places where we live, being
part of turning the nightmare that the world often is into the dream that God intends. (You can access
the “Taste & See” Participant Guide here for more detailed information on the agenda, content, and participants.)
Summary of Community Problems/Justice Issues Surfaced at the 2016 MEI “Taste & See”
•   Extreme poverty in plain sight, but no workable solutions in sight
o   Addiction due to Poverty
o   Crime due to Poverty
o   Intolerance due to Poverty
o   Housing – affordable is hard to find!
•   Drugs in the community
•   Student loan debt
•   Children in the community, whether or not they have something to eat, education, clean,
safe environment to live in.
•   Division - Racial divide in the area and between "Sewanee" and the local community.
•   Fewer and fewer children raised in traditional family settings
•   Sexual violence/domestic violence
•   Gun violence
•   Needs of those with mental disabilities
•   Lack of coordination of human services
•   Loss of connection between people in communities/ isolation of young people
•   Survival of the church
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This recruiting event and introductory training in missional leadership practices with congregational
leaders gave them an opportunity to explore God’s story and the story of their congregation and
community together; to see what kind of difference it might make for people of faith to shift from the
disorganization, passivity, division, reactivity, and inaction that can often plague us to actively
organizing, uniting with others in purposeful initiatives for change, with God’s help. Participants
were introduced to the notion that being rooted and grounded in love we could together powerfully
live out our baptismal covenant vows in missional leadership practices that not only strengthened
our faith but also our effectiveness, shifting communities from surviving to thriving, participating
with Christ in turning error into truth, sin into righteousness, and death into life.
Each participant left with a “Ticket to Succeed” which on the flip side indicate that it was also a
“Pass to Fail,” as a sign that this invitation was to be part of a learning community, to risk the
adventure of joining more fully with God in a mission of reconciliation and resurrection much larger
than any of us, and that these project were missional “experiments” in becoming increasingly
faithful disciples in the Jesus movement.

Immediately following the
“Taste & See” gathering we
undertook an evaluation
process with trainers and
participants - in person and
written (available here: 2016
Taste & See Evaluations). A
letter was sent to 58 Episcopal
communities of faith who were
not able to attend (as well as a
follow up email with
information to all those who
did attend) with the invitation to prayerfully consider inviting others to come with them and joining
us on Saturday, Sept. 10, 2016, 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. for “Foundations of Shared Leadership” to commit
to answering God’s called to faith in action, to learn and practice the six missional leadership tools,
and launch a project.
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Phase 2: Mission Project Team Leadership Development Training and Project Launch
With the support of seminarians who had participated in the 2015 and 2016 Transforming
Congregations & Communities theory and practice of ministry elective course, the MEI Training
team led a training for members of each mission project team. The action learning pedagogy was
similar to the Taste & See event (Phase I) but with a greater focus on the small group work. The
small group work is an essential element of the learning program and the role of the training and
coaching elements were designed to gently encourage participants to practice the new skills.
The purpose of the Phase II training was as follows:
•   To further develop the coaching capacity of School of Theology Contextual Education
Program staff, seminarians, and MEI Leadership Team.
(The “Coaching for Transformation” guide is available here, including the goals, agenda for this Sept. 1,
2016 pre-event training, 2016-2017 program calendar, and roles, responsibilities and contact information
for the coaching team. It may also be helpful to see a sample of our Training Team Meeting agenda for the
day of the event, found here.)
•   To equip the mission project teams with methods for evangelism and action using the
Transforming Congregations & Communities course curriculum with a special focus on
developing measureable goals and outcomes for their local mission project.
•   To structure the mission project teams so that they engage in a set of regular, team-based
discipleship group practices that enhance the effectiveness of their work.
•   To plan and launch a new mission-based initiative and develop the mission project teams as
a learning cohort that will support one another throughout the training program period and
beyond; each team will learn the leadership and organizing practices and have a teachable,
scalable framework for training others.
•   To embrace the connection between biblical and theology foundations, the baptismal
covenant, spiritual practice, and community engagement.
Sept. 10, 2016—“Foundations of Shared Leadership Training”
42 people from seven congregations and a regional spiritual direction training program (Metagem
Institute, Inc.) gathered on Saturday, Sept. 10th from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM in Cravens Hall at the
University of the South, Sewanee, TN for training in all the missional leadership practices and
launch their missional campaigns. (The “Foundations of Shared Leadership Participant Guide”
is available here). (The accompanying slideshow pages are available here.) Six of the seven
congregations at this event formed teams that completed missional projects. These six were joined
by three other congregations who were not able to join the day-long training, comprising the total of
nine congregation-based teams in the 2016-2017 MEI cohort. All of the above Phase 2 goals were
met through the Sept. 10th training event, or in the case of the three additional congregations,
through make-up training sessions that were arranged for them. Those make-up training sessions
were held in each of the parish communities of Cullman, AL, South Pittsburgh, TN, and Cowan,
TN in collaboration with the coaches and the MEI training team around schedules that suited their
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particular context and needs. These alternative formats can be helpful for providing additional ways
of meeting these goals. For instance, members of upper Alabama churches, Nativity and Grace, met
on two Saturdays in a row for a half day of training work together with only 1-2 trainers (see their
training agendas and slides here). Christ Church’s small group met with the School of Theology
Transforming Congregations & Communities class from for 2 hours on Oct. 3, 2016 and then for 6
hours after church on Sunday, October 23, 2016 with 1 trainer (see their training agenda and slides here).
For St. Agnes Church, we determined it would work best for them to meet at the church building
for training in four sessions of two hours each throughout the fall with their field education
seminarian as trainer and to not use any slideshows (see their training agendas here).
The plenary and team evaluation conversations and written evaluations from all of these
Foundations training event participants can be found here.
Phase 3: Leadership Coaching and Final Leadership Celebration
The MEI Leadership Team gathered initial data on each of the nine congregation teams through a
Google Survey. See Appendix J: 2016-2017 MEI Teams’ Responses to Opening Questions added to
the Foundations of Shared Leadership Participant Guide for the December 3, 2016 Mid-Program Training
found here on pp. 86-92: 2016 1st Mid-Program Participant Guide & Slides – Sewanee Region.
After the Phase 2 Foundations training, each team coordinator continued to work with their MEI
coach on a periodic basis, typically bi-weekly, to support the work of the mission project and to
ensure that the skills introduced during the training were used in practice. Coaching was a key
element towards ensuring the sustainability of the overall endeavor. At the end of the project
period, key members of the mission project teams gathered to worship, review, report and reflect on
what they had accomplished over the course of the 8-month learning lab for mission and leadership
development. At this final celebration key lessons were shared and new commitments made to
further the missional work, including The School of Theology’s plans to continue offering the
resources of our MEI program during 2017 – 2018 were also shared.
Sept. 2016 through April 2017—One-to-one coaching with team coordinators bi-weekly along with
four coaching clinics (two in-person and two online) for all team coordinators and coaches.
•   A sample of bi-weekly one-toone coaching notes can be found here:
Christ Church, South Pittsburg;
Epiphany, Sherwood
•   Coaching Clinic #1 was on the
topic of Biblical Foundations for
Being a Missional Church with the
Rev. Alexia Salvatierra held Saturday,
October 1, 2016 – 10:00 AM – 1:00
PM at Otey Parish in Sewanee and on
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Sunday, October 2, 2016 12:15 – 1:45 PM at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in Chattanooga. It
was an in-person gathering open to all, not just team coordinators and coaches. This
workshop focused on theological framing of our missional engagement. The Rev. Alexia
Salvatierra is the co-author of “Faith-Rooted Organizing” and currently serves as adjunct
faculty for seven seminaries, in the U.S. and in Latin America. She is an ordained Lutheran
priest with 35 years of experience in community ministry. She also trains, coaches and
consults with a wide variety of national and international ministries, including World Vision,
the Christian Community Development Association and Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.
Salvatierra led us through the model she has developed of social action that is rooted in the
values and convictions born of faith. This faith-rooted approach takes seriously the active
agency of God’s Spirit and our role in partnering with God to go beyond direct service to
community development and organizing using approaches that are “wise as serpents and
innocent as doves.” The session focused on faith foundations and orientation as well as key
faith-rooted tools for social transformation. It also pointed towards how we inspire and
equip people to do justice, as Micah 6.8 describes, and addressed issues such as recruitment,
leadership development, mobilizing churches and sustaining the movement. Thirty (30)
people participated in this coaching clinics offered at a choice two different locations and
times. A copy of the slideshow presentation is available here: 2016 MEI Coaching Clinic #1 –
FRO Missional Engagement.
•   Coaching Clinic #2 worked on supporting skill building for Peer Coaching and Timeline &
Tactics. It was held on November 29, 2016 for 90 minutes using Go-To-Meeting, in lieu of
the bi-weekly individual coaching session. Work focused on recruitment for the 1st MidProgram gatherings to be held regionally and reviewing the agenda and team coordinator and
coaching roles for those supplementary training events. 14 people participated in this
collaboration, but only three of the nine team coordinators joined this Go-To-Meeting. Notes
from this online meeting is available here.
•   Coaching Clinic #3 worked on supporting skill building for Motivating Roles & Tasks and
Talking Effective Action. It was held on February 2, 2017 for 90 minutes using Go-ToMeeting, in lieu of the bi-weekly individual coaching session. Work focused on recruitment
for the 2nd Mid-Program gatherings to be held regionally, developing the agenda around
teams’ challenges and needs, and the team coordinator and coaching roles for those
supplementary training events. Three people participated in this collaboration, and only one
of the nine team coordinators joined this Go-To-Meeting. Notes from this online meeting are
available here.
•   Coaching Clinic #4: April, 2017 – In lieu of the on-line gathering of all team coordinators
and coaches which were difficult to schedule and had low attendance, we adapted our plan
and reduced the number of coaching clinics. Instead, the program manager (Kammy) joined
in one of the bi-weekly coaching meetings between each of the nine team coordinators and
coaches for Shared guidance (coaching observation and feedback) and Celebration planning.
Pentecost 2016 and Epiphany 2017—Teams met locally for two mid-year gatherings to give
and receive support for their work.
The first mid-program gathering for the nine MEI teams was held on Dec. 3, 2017. The team
coordinators and coaches choose the day, time and location of these regional gatherings. There were
15 participants from the four Sewanee regional teams at the Saturday, Dec. 3rd Mid-Program training
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held at Otey Parish from 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM. We worked on expanding shared commitment
through house meetings, enhancing shared structure through teams as the Body of Christ, grounding
our missional action in the understanding the systemic, corporate natures of the prophetic way,
revisiting shared strategy through re-working timelines and tactics, and shared guidance through
practicing peer coaching after each module. Seminarians in the 2016 Transforming Congregations
& Communities course served on this Training Team and presented three of the four models as part
of their course work. The tool used for sharing feedback with those students on presentations is
included in the evaluations for this regional gathering below. The Nashville region team had
planned to join in this training, but the transition of their rector leaving for a new call had led them
to plan on rescheduling this until January 2017. That re-scheduled training for the Holy Cross,
Murfreesboro team was not able to happen and their coach and coach-in-training instead made a site
visit for coaching in January and then adapted the 2nd Mid-Program gathering in February to include
what they had missed. The Alabama region met the same day, and their Training Team adapted the
materials a bit to fit the context of the three teams who gathered at St. John’s Episcopal Church in
Decatur, AL. The resources, evaluations, and key learnings for moving forward from this Advent
(rather than Pentecost as originally planned) season project learning are included below. Participants
found that they better understood the concepts after working with the practices in their missional
project teams, that this training helped to remind them that they care about this work and
empowered them with a stronger sense of why they were doing it, and was an important marker of
accountability to ourselves and the other MEI partner groups.
•   2016 1st Mid-Program Participant Guide & Slides – Sewanee Region
•   2016 1st Mid-Program Participant Guide & Slides – Alabama region
o   Evaluations of these events, as well as the Lead Trainers evaluation meeting
on Dec. 14th, are available here.
The second mid-program gatherings for the nine MEI teams were held on Feb. 25th and March 3rd.
The team coordinators and coaches choose the day, time and location of these regional gatherings.
There were 16 participants from three of the teams in the Sewanee & Nashville regions at the
Saturday, Feb. 25, 2017 Mid-Program training held at Epiphany Mission, Sherwood. There were
nine participants, seven leaders from the three Alabama region teams and two trainers. Three of the
nine 2016-2017 MEI program cohort of teams were not able/willing to participate (St. Mary
Magdalene, Fayetteville; Christ Church, South Pittsburg; and St. Agnes, Cowan). The resources,
evaluations, and key learnings for moving forward from these Epiphany season gatherings to give
and receive support for the missional projects are included below. In particular, participants noted
that it was especially helpful to have cross-pollination of team work to have a sense of the similar
challenges all the teams faced and to expand their sources of encouragement and support.
•   2017-2-25 Sewanee-Nash 2nd Mid Program guide & slides
o   Evaluations of this event are available here
•   2017-3-3 Alabama region guide & slides
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St. Agnes Church of Cowan, TN chose not to participate in either of these two Mid-program trainings or the
final Celebration. An individual meeting with their coach was held on March 16, 2017 to gain understanding
of some of the unique dynamics at work for that team/coach combination as well as ones that might be
transferable for situations with other small, rural congregations. One of the key transferable dynamics was
that there seems to be a particular desire in small, rural congregational leadership for their intelligence to be
respected and their capability affirmed as expressed in their own unique way, rather than joining with others
in a learning a broader, pre-designed model.

April 22, 2017—Program conclusion and celebration
The nine 2016-2017 MEI teams gathered
to celebrate and reflect on the year on
Saturday in Easter Week (also Earth Day),
April 22, 2017, from 9:00 – 11:45 AM at
the DuBose Conference Center in
Monteagle, TN. The MEI Leadership
Team planned and facilitated this
Celebration and Final Gallery of Project
Presentations. There were 44 participants
- representatives from the nine teams and
other interested guests - in attendance on a
stormy day when road conditions were
hazardous. The diocesan bishops of each
of three participating dioceses sent messages to the Celebration participants (two videotaped messages
that were part of the slideshow presentation and one via email read aloud). Also, the University of the South
provost and civic engagement staff members joined in celebrating the work and learning of these
missional engagement projects.
During the Celebration each of the congregational teams presented their projects. Specifically, the
sharing of these team stories was based on time spent in guided meditation on the gospel of Luke,
chapter 24, verses 30-32: When he was at table with them, Jesus took the bread and blessed and broke it and
gave it to them. And their eyes were opened, and they recognized him. And he vanished from their sight. They said to
each other, “Did not our hearts burn within us while he talked to us on the road, while he opened to us the
Scriptures?” The presentations were prompted by the following three questions: When did you notice
God kindling the fire of love in your heart as a team? What excited you about your work as a team? and What else
would you want to do if you had more time and what gives you hope that you could do it? Resources for this
event are found through the links below. In addition, highlights from the teams’ Celebration
reflections and presentations are summarized below, in section IV. “Our Congregational Teams.”
•   2017-4-22 Celebration bulletin & slides
•   A video of interviews with participants at that Celebration can be found here.
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IV.   Our Congregational Teams
Below is a glimpse at the seeds planted through the 2016-2017 MEI teams’ missional
experiments. (Clicking on the nine congregational name headings in bold below will take you to a video clip of
a member of the congregational leadership team sharing at the year end celebration.)
a.   Epiphany Mission, Sherwood, TN (Episcopal Diocese of Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: The purpose of the Epiphany Missional Engagement Team was to organize and
reach out to the people of the Sherwood and Bass communities, especially the children, so that they
could continue to have a place to honor the past and make available for the future a place of love
and worship for the community. They did this by supporting the people and families in the
community, by engaging contact with these families and helping them to become more involved in
the work of the community and church. This engagement led to more life in the church and more
life in the families and in turn led the church in a fulfilling mission that they found to be good in
God’s eyes.
Leadership Developed: Team members were Kathy Pack
(Team Coordinator), Bryan Wells, Celia Walker, and
Olline Summers; Kammy Young (Coach)
Capacity Built: The members of Epiphany noticed that
their attendance started growing as a result of this process.
They have started monthly breakfasts before church and
they report that their shared purpose has helped motivate
them to work together as a team. They also reported that
coaching helped to motivate the team and keep them
accountable for doing what they wanted and needed to
do. They plan to invite the entire community to another
house meeting, to broaden the capacity built. 12 of the 16 people who attended the Palm Sunday
House Meetings were successfully recruited for the next steps of missional engagement and the
event was described by participants as informative, interesting, and thoughtful, useful and
productive, contributing to cohesion and making progress in the community.
Outcomes:
•   Epiphany Mission organized two house meetings on Palm Sunday, April 9, 2017 that
engaged 16 people in the area who were connected in some way with the church. It was an
opportunity for listening to both the good memories of people's connection with Epiphany,
as well as to what their deepest personal concerns were and their concerns about problems
in the community to follow up on addressing together. They surfaced a host of concerns to
guide their next steps in engaging the community throughout the rest of the year and will
incorporate that into reviving their Homecoming Celebration on this upcoming All Saints
Sunday 2017. The Palm Sunday House Meetings brought to light some issues that others
were not aware of, and they have begun to work together to address those issues fairly
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quickly. In particular, they were able to immediately address a concern about mobile phone
messaging not being available to access 911 services, taking action to correct that with
through collaboration with local civic authorities.
The MEI process gave Epiphany incentive to take action on a number of changes they
already had already considered but on which they had not followed through. They note that
it was satisfying to be working toward a common goal and intentionally listening to
individuals in the community, many of whom are living in poverty. They were successful in
starting up several new approaches to connecting with the community, such as hosting
Friday night movies for the children in the community and creating a team of parishioners
who meet regularly to write notes to those in the community who have experienced some
concern or problem as they are attentive to it from week to week.
The House Meetings gave them an opportunity to share an invitation for broader
community participation in continuing to address the concerns surfaced at these meetings,
which include the poverty they see around them and an accompanying helpless feeling, the
drug issue, adequate shelter and safety needs, enough food to eat, the ability to pay bills,
military veterans suffering with post traumatic stress symptoms, health care needs, behavior
problems among students in the public school, along with concerns about students resilience
and accessibility and opportunities (e.g. the fact that one teacher noted 20 out of 27 students
in their community high school have never been in a public library, a sign of lack of
connection to resources in the broader surrounding community).
They plan to host two or three additional house meetings with other members of the
community in the fall with those who used to be connected with the church or do not have a
connection with any faith community.
Attendance in Epiphany’s Sunday worship is just about double what it was a year ago.

Luke 24 Moment: “We wanted to make some changes but couldn’t…we didn’t have a format and this
was a format that helped; the coaching was very helpful in all that we have accomplished and we’ve
accomplished quite a bit. We realized that - together - we can make a difference!” – Team coordinator
and lay leader
b.   St. Agnes, Cowan, TN (Episcopal Diocese of Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: The St. Agnes Mission team’s shared purpose was to strengthen their mission
skills and bring hope to their community, particularly children and youth. St. Agnes, with
cooperation from the Cowan Ministerial Association and other volunteers, took the lead in
organizing churches in the community to start up the HOPE (Helping Our Parents Excel) Project.
Leadership Developed: Team members were Tom Adamson
(Team Coordinator), Ben Money, Carla Money, Shelia
Leitzel, and Emily Ezell; Mike Wood (Coach)
Capacity Built: The team learned the value of one-to-one
relational meetings; at least one of the long-standing
church members opened up to ongoing engagement with
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the wider community; the team learned to practice the concept of “turning obstacles into
allies/assets.” Celebrations were held in one of the community churches each time report cards
came out for public school students during the 2016-2017 academic year. St. Agnes hosted the
HOPE gathering on Wednesday, December 14, 2017.
Outcomes: The HOPE project is a new, sustainable, and ongoing cooperative program in the
community to celebrate and strengthen the academic success of students in the public schools. As
one team member expressed it: “The experience of this missional project clarified for me the
relationship between a congregation and its neighborhood. A church is physically and socially
situated within a community. When it's members transform those relationships towards
righteousness and justice, by virtue of a reciprocal relationship, the community is transformed to the
degree that the church engages God’s work. Conversely, if the church is not careful it can be, by
reciprocal relationship, infected by sin and injustices unaddressed and challenged by the light of
Christ.”
Luke 24 Moment: “As I reflect upon my personal experience with a missional project, I find that my
estimation of the power that a faith community can have within its neighborhood has profoundly
changed. I have seen that when parishioners invest in the relationships they have in their life,
engaging those people at the level of their motivations, passions, and interests those relationships are
transformed from being superficial to powerful. My experience has also made me feel "restless"
maybe impatient even when I observe the church operating superficially. I have to check this by
reminding myself that everyone is called by Christ, according to their identity conferred by baptism
is called to share in God's work in the world; all that is to say I try to see people for their potential.
God is patient and so I can be too. The Holy Spirit is always willing to awaken hearts. And so just as
God welcomes people where they are when they enter the waters of Baptism, we take people as they
are too.” – Team coordinator and seminarian.
c.   Otey Memorial Parish, Sewanee, TN (Episcopal Diocese of Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: The Otey missional team’s shared purpose
was to bring their 150-year history into living color so that they
can see more clearly God’s dream for their future. In
preparation for their sesquicentennial, they were organizing
members of the community to capture stories and do an oral
history project, not just documenting the past but so that they
could discern a vision for the story they want to be able to tell in
2020.
Leadership Developed: Jeannie Babb (Team Coordinator), Dorothy
Gates, Barbara Prunty, Rob Lamborn; Teresa Phares (Coach)
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Capacity Built: The intention of the project was to share the story of their history and honor people
who have been a part of it, but also to discern the parish’s identity and culture in order to envision
the future that God is drawing them into. This project presented opportunities to excite other
committees and ministries, a chance to diversify leadership, and invite others into leadership. It was
a vehicle for growth and diversification of leadership pool.
Outcomes: In hindsight, the fact that the Otey team chose a project that was so far out in the future
and more inward looking contributed to a lack of sense of urgency and made it easier for them to not
get on fire about the project. Because Otey missed the earlier “Taste & See” discernment gathering
prior to the project launch training day it was easier for the those on the team - clergy, staff and two
vestry members – to try on the process with something that they had planned to do anyway. In the
future they want to recruit team members who are not already invested in leadership and the status
quo. The positive outcome was that they report the process has been a good opportunity to apply
the structure of the program and practices in parish life and that they are now better prepared for a
project that they will do and it has caused them to do it in a way that’s more transformational. As
the team coordinator noted, “I do not think MEI is an end itself, but rather a learning lab for
launching ministries from a church so we can constantly be doing that and using our gifts in the
world.”
Luke 24 Moment: “The process has helped us be more prophetic and dig into things like our history
of segregation, making [the sesquicentennial] a time of repentance, of penance and not just a time to
commemorate ourselves.” - Team coordinator and lay staff member.
d.   Christ Church, South Pittsburg, TN (Episcopal Diocese of East Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: The Marion County C.A.S.A. team’s shared purpose was to establish a Court
Appointed Special Advocates (C.A.S.A.) program for abused and neglected children in Marion
County as part of a concerted effort to break the cycle of generational poverty and abuse in
Appalachian families. The team’s goal was to organize a diverse group of 33 people in Marion
County to provide volunteers, advocates, trainers, and team members for launching a local, C.A.S.A.
affiliate by April 9th, 2017.
Leadership Developed: Taffy Seagraves (Team Coordinator), Kim Hobby, Margie Clemmer, Jay
Blevins, Marcia Ivey, Kenneth Scott; Kammy Young (Coach)
Capacity Built: A fundraiser was successful and the group was able to hire a director for the C.A.S.A.
program. In addition to team members who were a parishioners of the church, the team included
community members outside the church: a judge and the new C.A.S.A. program director.
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Outcomes: The team organized
the first training for Marion
County C.A.S.A. by getting
volunteers from the
surrounding county to host a
training that could include
them as well. You can read the
article in the “Dunlap News”
report about the new child
advocacy volunteers that were
were sworn in Friday, Feb. 3,
2017 as the CASA program got
under way by clicking here:
New CASA volunteers sworn
in to advocate for children.
The team learned that accountability helped momentum, within the group and the wider
community, and that involving community members and leaders helped the project move more
effectively. The rector reported that the process and practices “helped to connect our biblical story
with our mission in the world; clergy get training in that but most of the time the laity do not…this
was a very intentional way to help them discover their story and how to share it.”
Luke 24 Moment: “In our initial meeting sharing stories and seeing that many people in our church
had the same experiences brought us to the table in order to do this project.” - Team coordinator
and lay staff member.
e.   St. Mary Magdalene, Fayetteville, TN (Episcopal Diocese of Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: The St. Mary Magdalene team’s purpose was to streamline assistance among
multiple churches. They organized research and collaboration and in that process became a partner
with an ecumenical ministry early on in launching their missional project and are considering a new
project for next fall.
Leadership Developed: Jason Terhune (Team Coordinator), Jo Goldasich, Judy Reed, Rebecca Terhune,
Jack Ruffing, Marcia Ruffing; Nick Phares (Coach)
Capacity Built: Clear goals were set and one-to-one meetings were conducted with other churches
and to determine how to make the direct service process better for clients and a solution was
discovered that brought together Mary Magdalene and the Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist and
Roman Catholic churches with a community group called Hands of Mercy. They are now able to
work together regularly with their ecumenical and community non-profit partners in providing more
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effective, coordinated stopgap measures for people with immediate needs (i.e. utilities about to be
cut off) and their funds can help with greater needs when all other sources of assistance are not
available.
Outcomes: Several churches were providing direct assistance individually and the process was
cumbersome and difficult for service recipients. Each entity was spending a lot of time making this
happen. The one-to-one meetings with
other churches helped to determine how to
make process better, which led to partnering
with an ecumenical group, Hands of Mercy.
They were able to engage service recipients
where they are getting their needs met (food
bank). The team reports that they have been
“empowered to help people have continuity
of service” and their next steps are to expand
the project and discern what other needs
might become apparent.
Luke 24 Moment: “We unload 25,000 lbs. of
food, and a lot of these people that we were simply meeting in our office and trying to assist them
with a little bit of utility help, a little bit of food help, we’re now partnering with someone where we
engage them at the point at which they are getting their needs met…now I actually get to build
relationships with these people and spend time with them and we’re able to truly help them in a way
where they’re not running all over town getting applications filled out to pay for $120-$150 utility
bill going to four or fives sources for that.” - Rector
f.   Grace Episcopal Church, Cullman, AL (Episcopal Diocese of Alabama)
Statement of Purpose: The Grace Missional Engagement Initiative is reaching out to the community in
order to engage the disinherited and disadvantaged people in the Cullman, AL area in an affirming
community in order to connect them to the basic needs of Children of God, such as physical and
mental wellbeing as well as emotional and community support by connecting with thought leaders,
creating safe spaces for discussion outside of the church, enabling the church community to take
action and breaking barriers between the religious and secular communities. The Grace Missional
Engagement Initiative is a task force engaged to bring together a diverse group of highly motivated,
faith affirming leaders from the civic community and area churches to serve the disinherited and
disadvantaged people in the Cullman, AL area. We shall endeavor to create safe spaces for
discussion and discernment; with the goal to enlist leaders within the religious and secular
communities to act as instruments of change to preserve the dignity and wellbeing of all Children of
God.
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Leadership Developed: Rob Clemmons (Team Coordinator), Marcia Clemmons, Nick Shabel, Virginia
Smith; Marilyn Lands (Coach)
Capacity Built: There was a lot of excitement built among team members. They engaged a listening
campaign to find direction. Through November and December held one-to-one meetings, and in
December had a house meeting with a broad consensus of people from throughout the community.
This enabled them to narrow their focus to an anti-stigma campaign about mental health.
Outcomes: They have partnered with NAMI, the National Alliance on Mental Illness and the nation’s
largest grassroots mental health organization to access the resources for an anti-stigma campaign.
They are developing a series of videos with locally known people to share their stories as pubic
service announcements on local television and radio stations, much like the NAMI national
advertisements with celebrities. They have a plan in place to hold community events with churches
and civic groups to address an issue that affects every family in their community.
Luke 24 Moment: “We narrowed it down …and that’s when we really started to get excited because
suddenly we hit our stride and our leadership styles were coming together and we were a
complementary team of three rather than three leaders pulling for our own interests which were
unique. Because we had had this broad consensus and all these people from the community come
together with their interests and talk about each others’ interests and found not only what the
community needed but what was underserved and what we could get our arms around and our teeth
into.” – Team member and lay leader.
g.   St. John’s Episcopal Church, Decatur, AL (Episcopal Diocese of Alabama)
Statement of Purpose: To deepen the relationship with the community through the ESL program
started last year at the parish. We are creating a real and sustainable relationship between St. John's
Decatur and the neighborhood in which it resides.
Leadership Developed: Jim Smith (Team
Coordinator), Julie Sneed, Bobby Straub,
Karen Sawyer, Evan Garner; Lisa
McIndoo (Coach)
Capacity Built:
Outcomes:
Luke 24 Moment:
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Coach kept team on task. Participated in BTCA—learned
fundamental principles there, and appreciated chance to review them.
ESL class began as outcome as BTCA. This project has led to other
projects, in this case, developing outreach to Hispanic community on
immigration issues. Under new federal administration, it became
evident that immigration was going to become an issue. Timely.
Church was well positioned to act. Provided assistance for
immigrants to navigate the systems. Want to move on to helping
nonprofits advocate for immigrants in immigration court. That’s a
long-term goal. Researching the possibility of finding space on the St.
John’s campus to become a sanctuary for immigrants. Already host a
community clinic and other nonprofits. There is a space that might be
suitable. Reaching out to immigrants with help filling out forms.
Discern needs from there. A lot is up in the air, legally. Will pursue
legal possibilities.

From Coach, Lisa McIndoo: St. John’s MEI team! You have been dedicated, hard-working, and committed to
reaching the goals you set. You are working toward a really sustainable relationship with Banks-Cadell and the
families of the children that go to school there. You didn’t swoop in and try to throw money at a problem that one
group of people identified. You are making real relationships, real connections, real friendships with the people in your
neighborhood. And you are becoming partners with them to solve issues that you identify together. This is what the
Church needs more of. This is what the world needs more of. I could not be more proud of any one. I love you all!
Spinach – Bloomsdale Long Standing seeds: For the St. John’s team, who have nourished and
enriched a 3-year long-standing partnership to make their neighborhood and school stronger!

h.   Church of the Holy Cross, Murfreesboro, TN (Episcopal Diocese of
Tennessee)
Statement of Purpose: As a Christian family, we
want to learn how and where to make a
difference in the community through creating a
process to engage others and building
institutional memory. We are organizing the
members of Holy Cross to reach out to each
other and the larger community in holy
listening to hear the needs of others, make
room for different voices to be heard, and to
particularly lift up the concerns of people who
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are LGBTQ and/or have young families in discerning how our church can create a space within
Murfreesboro that is radically open to all.

Leadership Developed: John Pachja (Team Coordinator), Hugh Barfield, Nicole Pasquarello, Diane
Lopez; Hilary Greer (Coach)
Capacity Built:
Outcomes:
Luke 24 Moment:
Looking at how we might welcome folks for whom there has historically not been much space for in
institutions. Gap in clergy leadership. MEI process was exciting and useful within that gap.
Cultivated conversations that were useful and important. Helped identify shared values. Helped
process for leasing space next door for Christian education space. The means of having these
conversations helped with many things in the parish. Process of listening, discernment and
reflection was helpful. Laid foundations for mission. Working to integrate this under leadership of
new clergy. Looking to build on this in the future.
From Coach, Hilary Greer:: During a time of great transition in the parish, the team took the lessons
of MEI and really infused them in the work of the parish. This built positive energy at a really
important time, and the team is well set to help the parish through more transitions ahead with a
wonderful new priest.
Tomato – Roma seeds: For the Holy Cross team, who weathered the transition from one clergy
leader to another faithfully growing along with way…not rome-an far in choosing one of our
seminarians to be their next priest!

i.   Church of the Nativity, Huntsville, AL (Episcopal Diocese of Alabama)
Statement of Purpose:
Leadership Developed:
Capacity Built:
Outcomes:
Luke 24 Moment:
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Team’s shared purpose: To gauge the sustainability of relationships with organizations Nativity
currently supports, and to develop a process by which to ensure such relationships are in keeping
with the larger vision and mission of this parish.
Organizing statement: Through one-to-one conversations, we are organizing and establishing
relationships with Nativity contacts to community organizations to develop a process to ensure such
relationships are in keeping with the larger vision and mission of this parish by April 2017.
Team members: Margaret Day Baker (Team Coordinator), Sarah Watts, Bonnie McCrickard,
Madeline Mullins, Kelley Hudson, Bill Starnes, Lee Nation; Marilyn Lands (Coach)

1:1 conversations with Nativity contacts within those organizations. Downtown, historic parish,
well-resourced. Stewardship is an issue—outreach program was distributing funds to organizations,
but relationships with those organizations were loose. Relationships were primarily about funding.
Parish volunteers at those organizations weren’t connecting it to following Jesus.
Engaged people in conversations. Community emerged as a central theme in those conversations.
Is this part of our call? Is this a need that we are called to fill?
Resulted in asset-mapping process. How do we develop an ongoing, sustainable process.
Next steps will be 1:1s with organizations themselves.
The relationships they built with each other and team members recruited to do 1:1s. Excited to see
their enthusiasm. Hearing the stories come back from those meetings was exciting. Came up with
tangible short and long term goals.
From Coach, Marilyn Lands: I regret so much not being able to be with you today for this
important celebration! I’m so proud of my sponsoring parish and the work you’ve all been
engaged in to revamp Nativity’s Outreach efforts. I believe you are embarking on a
wonderful path that will create a more effective, meaningful and relational outreach
program. I loved attending your recent team meeting and the post-it note exercise and
especially the word cloud you created. I’m also so excited about the great ideas percolating
like the development of a speaker’s bureau to share lessons learned and providing
mentoring to other organizations and agencies in our community. We will truly be doing
more than just writing checks and jumping in to help with ongoing programs and activities
but actually partnering together and working side by side with those in our community who
most need assistance - this IS what Jesus talks about – this IS the kingdom of God.
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Cantaloupe – Hales Best Jumbo: Affirmation for the Nativity team, who could have run
away with some other new program after Be the Change Alabama, but just couldn’t seem to
elope from a jumbo-sized opportunity to align their parish mission with all their community
partnerships.
V.  

Means of Evaluation

Although we engaged evaluation and feedback at every meeting, training, and webinar throughout
the program, nevertheless our final evaluation of the overall program was a very comprehensive
process that took place in the following ways:
a.   At the Celebration Gathering and Final Gallery of Project Presentations on April 22, 2017 at
the DuBose Conference Center, Monteagle, TN
b.   During Go-To-Meetings hosted by MEI Leadership Team members April Berends and
Kammy Young with the coaching team on April 26, 2017 from 3:00 – 4:30 PM, team
coordinators on April 26, 2017 from 5:15 – 6:15 PM, and with the clergy leaders of the nine
congregations on April 25, 2017 from Noon to 1:30 PM. In addition, Kammy and April met
individually (by phone or in person) to have follow up evaluation conversations with
members of those cohorts who could not be present for the group evaluation Go-ToMeetings.
c.   During a two-day retreat with the MEI Leadership team and consultants on May 4-5, 2017.
(The summary and notes of that meeting are available here.)
1.   In an anonymous SurveyMonkey of all congregational team participants, including clergy, but not
including coaches or other leadership team members (see Section ____ for link to Survey Monkey)

Six of the nine teams participated in the survey (two from each team except only one from Christ
Church); no one from Holy Cross, St. Mary Magdalene, or St. Agnes did; Interesting to note that
these were the teams who were coached by seminarians who were also engaged in different
field education partnerships at the same time that they were seeking to launch missional
projects with a different parish (Take away: multi-tasking academic work with field ed and
missional engagement with a site other than your field ed parish seems to be a particular
difficulty)
2.   There were only 13 of 40 invited who participated in the survey; 1 of those was a coach/core
leadership team member who was testing out the survey; Interesting to note: in a project
focused on building relational power and anonymous online survey wasn’t very successful at
engaging people, which may prove the point of the message!
a.   Mechanisms used throughout this program: phones, in-person meetings, and video
chat were much more effective means of engaging feed-back and evaluation. # the
% of coaches, team coordinators, and clergy engaging in evaluation conversations.
VI.  

Key Learnings

A Model for Sustainable Leadership
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A number of lay leaders who participated in MEI teams have emerged as potential coaches or
members of the leadership team for next year. The MEI project is helping to build a network of
trained leaders who can expand the impact of the project within their own communities, while
serving as resources to other churches who may wish to develop practices for transformational
leadership.
Many of the participating congregations indicated that they would like to continue to be a part of
MEI, as they see the ministries that have emerged as seeds that will bear fruit and lead to additional
opportunities.
The MEI program provides a learning lab for Sewanee seminarians to learn and practice skills for
transformational leadership. The project provides an opportunity for contextual education that
equips seminarians with tools for ministry both within and beyond the parish. The skills learned
through MEI and the “Transforming Congregations & Communities” class can be applied to both
congregational development and outreach/community engagement. The shared model of
leadership that MEI promotes helps build strong leadership teams within congregations, reduces
clergy burnout, and recognizes the leadership potential and gifts in each and every member of the
worshiping community.
Role of Sewanee in the Wider Community
The Missional Engagement Initiative plays a critical role in building bridges between Sewanee and
the School of Theology and the wider community. The majority of participants reported that the
trainings and coaching that they received helped them feel more connected to Sewanee, participants
enjoyed coming here for trainings, and developed an appreciation for the role that Sewanee plays in
helping to develop resources in local communities. The intentionality with which MEI trains leaders
to engage in mission with people in the community rather than for people in the community
promotes mutual relationships between Sewanee, congregations, and all of the communities served
as a result of the project. One participant noted, “Sewanee plays a vital role in helping develop the
resources on the Cumberland Plateau in a way that honors the land and its people instead of
exploiting them.” Furthermore, most of the leadership teams developed relationships with
organizations and ecumenical partners outside of their immediate parish contexts, expanding the
reach of the project, building trust, and coordinating community resources in more effective ways.
The nine local mission teams, along with their seminarian coaches, received training for the
development and execution of a mission plan. The constituted and trained team then built a network
of participants in their respective parishes and communities to address the community need that had
been identified. The intention of the partnership was to revitalize the participating congregations,
connecting them more certainly with their communities, several of which were communities in
transition.
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…About the impact of the training on participants, the wider congregation, and community:
b.   Capacity built
i.   A majority (over 50 %) of the anonymous survey respondents (consisting of
clergy and team members) said that the most valuable things they gained from the
program were strengthening their effectivenesss and the effectiveness of the
team, and learning and using the six (6) key missional practices.
ii.   In terms of actively engaging the six (6) key missional practices:
1.   82% of anonymous survey respondents reported that they practiced
holding one-to-one relational meetings with others as way to identify
and recruit leaders and develop relational power around a shared
purpose during their project; we see this as capacity building for reframing the traditional Christian discipline of evangelism and a way
of “seeking and serving Christ in all persons.”
2.   79 % of anonymous survey respondents said their project trained
new leaders and/or strengthened existing leaders in their community,
with 57% saying their project developed leaders beyond their
missional team, “building out the snowflake.”
3.   79 % of anonymous survey respondents said their project created
and/or strengthened relationships WITHIN their church community,
with 57% saying their project created and/or strengthened
relationships BEYOND their church community.
1.   “Our initial church team lost two of our team
members early on in the project due to health
and job conflicts. However, the team was
expanded to include others in the community,
which was the goal in the first place. So I see
this as a success.”3
4.   69% of anonymous survey respondents reported that they
participated in the discipleship practice of telling their Public
Narrative (e.g. at a church service or meeting) as part of sharing their
story and calling others to action in engaging the project.
5.   The majority of anonymous survey respondents reported
participating in missional leadership team meetings, shared
strategizing, and asking for commitments from others to join or
support the team’s work at least every month during their project.
6.   The majority of anonymous survey respondents reported building
relational commitment through holding house meetings at least 1-2
times as part of their project activity.
c.   Outcomes
                                                                                                 
3

  Survey  Monkey,  Question  5,  Additional  Comments,  p.  12/28  
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i.  

“I expected to learn how to organize a team, motivate them and work
together towards a common goal. We had a good team who worked
together and accomplished a house meeting which answered questions so we
can move forward in our journey as a Church.”4
ii.   “I expected to learn about community organizing from a faith perspective,
and we did.”5
iii.   “I hoped to learn more about leadership and organizing volunteers. And I
feel that I did.”6
d.   Impact of the training on participants, the wider congregation, and community
i.   “I am very pleased with the training, coaching, team gatherings, and structure
undergirding this program. It has helped our Outreach Coordinator and Sr.
Warden become a more effective leader in the church and world.”7
e.   Conditions necessary for a team to succeed
…About the conditions necessary for a team to succeed:
1.  
i.   “This process is a little less formal in rural Appalachia.” (Team coordinator)
ii.   The strongest statements of response from anonymous survey participants
about evaluation of their team’s effectiveness was that members of the teams
had to depend heavily on one another to the the team’s work done, had a
measureable goal, and operated better over time. More work needs to be
done in guiding teams around having a more challenging and motivating
purpose, meeting regularly, with clear norms and roles.
iii.   Appropriate time-frame and goal setting for the arc of an 8-month learning
lab and stronger emphasis and longer time frame for discerning the project
to launch or to re-set/re-launch (dig deeper in missional calling vs. reaching
for low-hanging fruit to check the box of participating).
1.   “Our difficulty with motivation is the long arc of our project. In
retrospect I wish we had chosen a project that fit the time-frame
rather than selecting something long term that we were going to do
anyway. I think we could have gained more from the process of
creating/inventing a new project from people’s ideas during the
meetings...but we felt a little (internal) pressure to quickly decide what
our project was.”8
2.   Use Jeannie’s quotes about redeeming this.

                                                                                                 
4

  Survey  Monkey,  Question  6,  Response,  p.  13/38  
  Ibid.  
6
  Ibid.  
7
  Survey  Monkey  Question  4,  Additional  Comments,  p.  9/28.  
8
  Survey  Monkey,  Question  5,  Additional  Comments,  p.  12/28.  
5
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…About what surprised teams:
•   The principle of drawing on the gifts and resources of as many people as possible to do a
project, rather than trying to accomplish it with as few people as possible.9
•   “I loved that this training was about our vision, goals, and project. It’s very adaptable. It’s
very grassroots and doesn’t distract with more theory than needed or someone else’s
•   Discernment about what God is up to happens through the MEI process and leads to a
sense of really partnering in mission in a fulfilling, effective way
•   Coaching is of key importance
•   Was especially valuable to talk with other teams during the mid-program training
…About other strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, or challenges with the project:
But  enough  about  generalizations.  In  Cowan,  I  learned  how  all  this  feels  when  the  "rubber  
meets  the  road."  The  first  thing  is  that  I  think  a  semester  is  only  long  enough  to  get  a  taste,  just  
a  glimpse  of  the  fulllness  of  this  balance.  I  suspect  that  after  a  year,  that  glimpse  will  mature  to  a  
look,  but  that  I,  or  the  team,  will  not  have  matured  into  the  fullness  of  its  missional  capacity.  I'm  
not  saying  this  as  a  "cop  out"  but  as  a  reflection  of  my  experience.  Life  moves  fast  and  when  
you're  working  with  people  who  work  and  support  families,  the  busyness  of  their  lives  can  
makes  cocodinating  a  challenge.  The  other  thing  I'd  say  is  that  it  the  longer  the  team  can  live  
with  the  mystery  that  is  their  community,  the  more  insight  and  intuition  they  discover.  For  
example,  one  of  team  members  discovered  this  weekend  that  Cowan  has  two  HUD  housing  
projects,  she  had  only  ever  known  about  one  and  had  never  driven  through  it(even  though  she  
had  lived  here  for  7  years).  Her  knowledge  had  only  been  by  reputation  and  her  interest  in  the  
HOPE  project  had  been  out  of  a  feeling  of  the  church  needs  to  do  something  to  reach  out  to  the  
less  fortunate.  She  pledged  to  the  team  that  before  the  week  was  out,  she'd  drive  through  them  
to  experience  them  first  hand.  The  Holy  Spirit  had  led  her  to  the  group  with  her  understanding  
and  the  practice  of  mission  all  engagement  called  her  to  deeper  action.  I  am  excited  to  learn  
what  her  impressions  will  be  and  what  greater  action  the  Spirit  will  call  her  to.  If  she  sees  where  
participants  of  the  project  live,  she  will  see  them  differently  when  they  come  through  our  doors  
and  she  greets  them  face  to  face.  I  think,  according  to  conventional  wisdom,  three  years  is  the  
best  time  for  discernment  and  experimentation.  I  say  experimentation  because  we  should  never  
be  idle.  But  at  the  end  of  three  years,  a  missional  team  will  really  know  the  both  the  motivations  
and  passions  of  their  neighbors  and  the  hidden  depth  of  hurt  and  injustice  that  perniciously  
avoid  the  healing  light  of  Christ.  
  
A  challenge  I've  experienced  in  coordinating  a  team  is  people's  desire  to  fix  things  quickly  and  
by  that  I  mean  all  the  problems  of  both  the  church  and  the  community.  We  have  to  circle  back  
constantly  in  conversation  to  "what  is  the  change  we  want  to  see,  what  was  our  specific  target,  
who  exactly  was  our  constituency?"  They  want  to  be  broad  all  the  time.  "We're  focused  on  
families  with  school  and  children."  I'll  say.  "Who  else  can  we  invite?"  They'll  say.  Their  intentions  
are  not  bad,  but  not  helpful  in  the  short  term.  But  this  tension  has  allowed  me  an  opportunity  to  
teach  that  our  project  should  be  measurable  and  winnable.  Just  how  well  the  point  has  sunk  in  
                                                                                                 
9

  Survey  Monkey,  Question  2,  Other,  p.  2/28.  
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has  yet  to  be  seen,  but  we  "fail  forward"  with  miraculous  expectations  that  God  can  do  far  more  
than  we  ask  or  imagine.  I  think  several  years  of  successive  and  related  engagement  projects  
should  be  the  ideal  apostolate  of  a  faith  community.  

i.  

Teams needed more oversight and coaching on practicing the elements of
holy and effective structure. Understanding the principles and what “ought
to be” is not the same thing as the adaptive challenge of change the culture
of congregational life to be more accountable and mutually supportive with
guidance. (see Survey Monkey p. 11/28)
ii.   Coaches needed more training and ongoing support and accountability in
order to be able to provide this regular intervention.
iii.   See T. Phares comments
iv.   See K. Young notes
v.   Ongoing training of the trainers and building leadership, training, and
coaching capacity over time when, intentionally, the targeted leadership pool
is transitional (seminarians).
1.   “I am very excited about the potential of this work... I’m enthusiastic
but feel the training for trainers is not sufficient but this is largely a
factor of the quantity and complexity of the information.”10
2.   Change “training” to Shared Guidance with team members as presenters
3.   Celebration storytelling was derailed by having their shared purpose and team work
printed in bulletin (the read it instead of practicing Public Narrative)
1.  
…About the biggest opportunities we see:
•   Next year’s coaches for MEI: Sister Hannah – in spring; Hannah Pommershein; Kayla
Deep; Nicky Hamilton; Bonnie McCardell; Rebecca Terhune; Jeannie Babb; Karen Proctor;
Nicole Pasquerello; Jim Smith; Bonnie McCrickard; Kim Hobby
VII.  

Blessings

•   The School of Theology gratefully acknowledged receipt of Roanridge Trust funds in every
printing and distribution of participant guides and a 3-minute informational video, as can be
seen in the resources found on “Engage God’s Mission” website under the webpage for the
Missional Engagement Initiative found by clicking on the title here or the links below.
•   “I	
  found	
  the	
  morning	
  [Celebration	
  event]	
  inspiring.	
  	
  I	
  was	
  so	
  impressed	
  by	
  what	
  the	
  churches	
  in	
  our	
  area	
  have	
  

done	
  and	
  how	
  they	
  found	
  success	
  by	
  using	
  the	
  tools	
  they	
  acquired	
  in	
  the	
  MEI	
  meetings.”	
  –	
  Congregational	
  team	
  
member

•   Measurable outcomes shared from one team coordinator are that “we have more active
people in the congregation now in addition to the confidence I myself have gained…the
congregation has grown and participation has increased.” – Congregational team member
•   “Episcopalians	
  (not	
  just	
  seminarians)	
  need	
  to	
  learn	
  these	
  skills.	
  These	
  skills	
  can	
  be	
  practiced	
  
anywhere	
  and	
  everywhere.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  evidence-‐based	
  practice	
  and	
  evidence-‐based	
  successful	
  

                                                                                                 
10

  Survey    Monkey,  QUestion  6  Responses,  p.  13/28  
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studies	
  can	
  and	
  must	
  be	
  reproduced!	
  	
  It’s	
  all	
  about	
  relationship	
  and	
  going	
  beyond	
  the	
  red	
  
doors.”	
  –	
  Participant	
  in	
  the	
  Celebration	
  of	
  seminary	
  course	
  project	
  learnings	
  in	
  Advent	
  2015	
  that	
  
inspired	
  their	
  involvement	
  in	
  MEI	
  

VIII.  
•  
•  
•  

Links for Further Reading and Reflection
PDF of all Participant guides and training materials
Videos of Stories Shared from Celebration on April 22, 2016
Photographs of Taste & See gathering on June 18, 2016 and Celebration on April 22,
2017
•   Anonymous Survey Monkey Data – Final Participant Survey
•   From the Mountain, article

IX.  

Financial Summary – Budget Actuals

The budgeted cost of the project was $ 22,500. As seen below, the actual budget exceeded the
projection only slightly, and that additional cost of $334.25 was covered by the School of Theology
contextual education program budget.
Program
Goals

Program
Budget

Actual
Expenses
as of
6/30/2017
$200.00

Curriculum
Development
Coaching

$1,200

Monday,
February 13,
2017
Training
Design
Support

LDI
Invoice

$200.00

$400

$300.00

Monday,
February 13,
2017
Toolbox
Subscription
Fee

LDI
Invoice

$300.00

$1,200

$0.00

Notes for Basis of Cost

Funding
Source

12 Monthly 1 hour coaching calls
Roanridge
from LDI with Director of Contextual Trust
Education & Missional Leadership
Program Director (personnel changes
at LDI reduced their availability)
LDI Coaching invoice
LDI with Director of Contextual
Roanridge
Education, Missional Leadership
Trust
Program Director, and seminarians; 2
hours before 2 major trainings
(personnel changes at LDI reduced
their availability)
LDI Coaching invoice
Access to LDI Powerpoints, Guides,
Training and facilitator agendas,
updated regularly by LDI team (LDI
choose to no longer charge for this
access)
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Quarterly
Network
Webinar

$600

$0.00

WebEx Fee

$200

$0.00

Missional
Leadership
Program
Director

$15,000

$15,000.00

Phase I –
Core
Leadership
Recruitment
& Training

$1,000

$1,064.03

6/16/16

Lisa
McIndoo
Sewanee
Dining
Rob
McAllister
$1,700

$500.00

2-Aug-16

K. Young

$31.95

9/10/16

Sewanee
Dining
Sewanee
Dining
Rob
McAllister
Southwest

$531.84

6/18/16
6/18/16
Phase II –
Leadership
Development
Team
Training

9/10/16
9/10/16
15-Sep-16

$487.35
$76.68
$2,537.61

$372.60
$45.68
$389.96

LDI Pioneer Network with School of
Theology team – 4 x 90 minute
sessions (personnel changes at LDI
reduced their availability)
LDI hosting (Sewanee hosted via GoTo-Meetings)
School of Theology Asst. to Director
of Contextual Education Program redeveloped for responsibilities of
directing the School’s Missional
Leadership Program: material
preparation, lead trainer, coaching (K
Young filled the duties position
enabled by giving other
responsibilities to the new hire)
Regional recruiting events &
introduction to missional leadership
practices for rural congregational
leaders; cost of printing participant
guides, training team travel, and
refreshments/meals for 20
participants
"Taste & See" program development and
materials
"Taste & See" lunch and coffee
Supplies from Piggly Wiggly & Sewanee
market for Taste & See
Rural leaders’ regional trainings with
teams for leadership development,
preparation for community listening
campaign, and missional project
structure and strategy; cost of
printing participant guides, training
team travel, and refreshments/meals
for 50 participants
Alleluia II music book for training event
worship
Foundations training lunch #E04409
Foundations training breakfast,
tablecloths #E04409
Walmart purchases for Foundations
training
Alexia Salvatierra flight
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14-Oct-16

$150.00

honorarium

10-Dec-16

Alexia
Salvatierra
K Young

$150.91

10-Dec-16

K Young

$479.52

10-Dec-16

K Young

$78.58

10-Dec-16

K. Young

$194.00

7-Feb-17
8-Mar-17

K Young
K. Young

$48.08
$34.10

9-Mar-17

Bryan Wells $30.39

Costco supplies for Transforming C & C
coaches celebration
Travel for trainings fall semester:
Cullman, S. Pittsburg, Sherwood, and
Nashville for Salvatierra
Coaching clinic at Otey, Cullman
training lunch, Epiphany meeting lunch
Sewanee Region Mid-Program training
lunches @ Otey
2 books - Facing Decline, Finding Hope
Breakfast for 2/25/17 @nd MEI
Regional Mid-Program Gathering - with
5 teams
Lunch for 2/25/17 @ 2nd MEI
Regional Mid-Program Gathering - with
5 teams
Coaching with rural congregational
Roanridge
leadership teams to support the work Trust
of their mission project and goals and
end of project gathering to worship,
reflect and report; cost of printing
participant guides, training team
travel, and refreshments/meals
Lunch for 2/25/17 @ 2nd MEI
Regional Mid-Program Gathering - with
5 teams
Travel for Missional Voices and TEC
Jesus Movement Leadership Training
conversation
Table decorations for celebration plants & seeds

Phase III –
$1,200
Coaching and
Final Retreat

$3,732.61

9-Mar-17

Pack, Kathy

$54.13

5-Apr-17

McIndoo,
Lisa

$439.60

19-Apr-17

Franklin
Farmer's
Coop
Innerworki
ngs
deBeer,
Patricia
deBeer,
Patricia
deBeer,
John
deBeer,
John
Young

$26.95

4-May-17
8-May-17
8-May-17
8-May-17
8-May-17
June 2017

$343.50
$241.92

46 MEI tiles for celebration gifts to all
team members & coaches
Final Retreat - consultant travel

$750.00

Final Retreat - consultant fee

$241.92

Final Retreat - consultant travel

$750.00

Final Retreat - consultant fee

$158.65

Groceries for Final Retreat - dinner and
snacks
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June 2017

$77.94

Final retreat - lunch

June 2017

P-card Blue
Chair
DuBose

$648.00

Celebration lunch for 48 adults

TOTAL

$22,500

$22,834.25

$334.25 over budget
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